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On April 15 millions of Amen
cans will turn out to demonstnate
against the wan in Vietnam In so
doing they will also voice their
concern about many of our do-
mestic issues The theme of
Aprils ant-war activities End
War Taxes capsulizes an import-
ant truth the two problems are
inextricable
The critical economic relation-
ship between the wan in Vietnam
and the rise in taxes can no longer
be ignored The domestic financial
drain caused by the war affects
housing transportation education
hospitals employment and envi
ronment Our taxes are increased
only to allow escalation of military
spending not to let us begin al
leviating the many problems con-
fronting us at home These re
versed priorities must be restruc
tured poverty and welfare must
take precedence over military and
defense
April 15 is our opportunity to
show the administration that we
are firmly committed to our ideals
and that our support is widespread
The April activities include 3-day
fast canvassing campaign and
rally at the Internal Revenue
Center The individual faced with
the perennial question What can
do this time can do quite lot to
effectively further the anti-war
commitment
Last spring dissent was
widely discussed subject Its im
pact was felt everywhere from p0-
Utical activities to college territory
It was expressed in talks sit-ins
riots At that time the Beaver
College chapter of the American
Association of University Profes
sons focused its attention on these
events and impetus was given to
the formation of panel discussion
entitled Dissent
At 800 p.m April Beaver will
host this panel in the Mirror Room
of Grey Towers The current
chairman of the Contemporary Is-
sues Series of the AAUP is Mrs
Miriam Weiss Beavers acting
head librarian When asked about
the content of the panel material
Mrs Weiss replied that it included
All kinds of dissent college
From April 13-15 there will be
Fast for Peace and we at Bea
ver are planning to ask Slater
Food Service for donation reflect-
ing the amount of food that neednt
be prepared during these three
days All donations collected will
be given to civilian relief agencies
in Vietnam Thus the individual
can directly help another person by
her own self-sacrifice
Second by participating in
door-to-door canvassing campaign
the individual can help educate the
local community By explaining
the casual relationship between the
war and inflation by discussing the
impact of our present national p01-
icy and by answering questions
each person can bring new support
into the anti-war movement
And finally by participating in
the rally at Plaza on April
15 each person can help convince
President Nixon that the Silent
Majority is not the dominant voice
in our nation Any president who
in the same week vetoes the HEW
bill and still asks for billions of
dollars for defense must be shown
that these policies will not create
healthy united America It is
our duty as citizens to demonstrate
the depth and sincerity of our be-
lief
This afternoon there will be an
organizational meeting in Heinz
lobby at 430 p.m Join the
Moratorium Work for Peace ..
political anything that people have
to cry about
The members of the panel are
varied in experience and opinion
Mrs Judith Ohomsky is staff
member of the Philadelphia Re-
sistance Movement and also draft
and military counselor Beavers
own Dr Conrad Latour chairman
of the history-government depart-
meat and Mr Finbarr OConnor in-
struetor of philosophy will pre
sent their viewpoints on dissent
Mrs Etta Bullock librarian at the
Ambler campus of Temple rJniver
sity and well known here at Beaver
as the official advisor to the As-
sociation of Beaver Blacks will
also participate Mr Harvey Sich
erman research Fellow of the
Foreign Policy Research Institute
Continued on Page Col
Poet Anthony Hecht
To Present Reading
The makings of Pulitzer Prize
winner will be revealed Thursday
evening April 16 when Anthony
Hecht author of the much ac
claimed The Hard Hours will pre
sent reading of his poems at
Murphy Chapel His award-win-
ning poems stir alive portraits of
his visions of life love and desire
Also the author of another aol-
leotion of poems Summoning of
Stones Mr Hecht is currently
holding post as professor of poe-
try and rhetoric at the University
of Rochester He received his ed
ucation at Bard Oollege and has
taught at Columbia University and
Smith College
Having participated number of
times in the New England Poetry
Circuit the poet has been ac
claimed as favorite member of
the tour and is reputed to be an
Mr Hechts list of accomplish-
ments includes recognitions and
awards from the Guggenheim
Foundation the Ford Foundation
Brandeis Universitys Creative
Arts Award and Hudson Review
Fellowship The Hard Hours has
also merited the Loines Award
given monthly by the Academy of
Arts and Letters
The poet was recently named
Fellow of the Academy of Amen
can Poets by its board of chancel
lors and was previously awarded
Fellow of the American Academy
of Poets in Rome He has also
just been voted into the National
Institute of Arts and Letters the
congressionally chartered honor
society for the arts
The poetry reading program is
being sponsored by Forum and is
scheduled to begin at 30 p.m
The public is welcome Copies of
The Hard Hears will be available
in the bookstore after spring vaca
tion
The Office of the Registrar
will mahe available schedule
of classes and their correspond-
ing faculty for 1970-71 before
students leave for spring vaca
tion Pre-registration will take
place on Friday April 10 to
give Mr Harold Stewart regis-
trar an indication of course
preference for the fall and
by Janet Hayes
Stewart Udall concerned con-
servationist prior to the now wide-
spread furor over the
havoc that
has become our environment will
speak on Limits An Impera
tive for the 70s in Forum pre
sentation tonight at 00 p.m in
Murphy Chapel He will address
himself to the immediate situation
in which we seem to have found
ourselves but into which we have
actually been throwing ourselves
headlong for many years
long-range goal of achieving
fair and humane society by the
year of our 200-anniversary as set
forth by Mr Udall is something to
work hard for but the work must
begin now The 70s are NOT as
good time as any to begin but
we have provoked the deterioration
of our surroundings to the point
where we can only regret our sorry
past and resolve to start on more
intelligent future course
Mr Udall former Secretary of the
Interior under Presidents Kennedy
and Johnson fought ardently to
arrest the degeneration of the land
surrounding us He has written
two books directed to this critical
problem The Quiet Crisis and
1976 Agenda For Tomorrow He
is chairman of the board of the
Overview Group pioneering in-
ternational consulting firm which
will work for governments and In-
dustnies to create better environ-
ment for man which is carrying
.z the work of the new conserva
The faculty of Beaver College
has approved major program In
art history leading to
B.A de
gree which will consist of seven
courses in art history and six
studio courses Hopefully the pro-
gram will be Installed as of next
fall Considerable Interest ex
pressed on campus for such
major was instrumental in...get
ting the program approved
strong indication
of how student
interest can be converted into aol-
lege policy
In addition to the current two-
seniester course History of
Western Art there will be four
more offerings in art history FA
27 Renaissance to Baroque 1500-
1750 to be given first semester
and alternate years will consist of
critical study of the High Hen-
aissance Mannerism and the Ba-
roque as styles and periods in
time Their relation to the classi
cal past the developing status of
the artist the changing role of
the
Church in the South and the ad-
vent of Protestantism in the
North will also be examined
FA 29 Medieval Art 500-1350
will include study of forms of
Medieval painting sculpture
and
architecture their relation to
early Christian and Byzantine in-
fluences transition to the Gothic
and early Renaissance and the
modification and development of
Christian iconography This course
will be offered first semester of
1971 and alternate years
two-semester seminar in art
history will also be introduced In
the spring term of 1970 FA 50
for the 70s
tion which he initiated as Score-
tary of the Interior
One of Mr Udalis last efforts as
Secretary of the Interior was to set
aside seven million addt1Onn1 acres
as part of our National Park sys
tern the bulk of it
in Alaska But
due to his refusal to cooperate in
political dealings under President
Johnson only token addition of
384000 acres was turned over as
park lands major loss caused by
petty machinations
Oh beautiful for spacious aMes
is now hollow mocking anachron
ism Mr Udall has fought to make
this meaningful once more perhaps
there is still chance if we can
feel the imperative need for re
versa.l and re-direction
Hear him and join him tonight
will examine the major modern
movements from the limpression
ists through Cubism and their no-
lated literature aesthetic theories
and art criticism Each student
will choose particular period for
research and discussion and
study of paintings in local
collec
tions will be part of the course
Tecliilljues of historical method
and presentation will also be em-
pha.sized
In the spring semester of 1971
FA 51 will study methods and
problems of contemporary art his-
tory beginning with Dada and
Surrealism and encompassing Pop
Art Color Field painting and
current happenings Students
will present papers on various
periods for discussion as well as
criticisms of contemporary art
shows in Philadelphia and New
York
In addition the major will no-
quire senior thesis and six studio
courses FA Drawing FA
Design FA II Advanced
Drawing FA 12 Painting or
FA 14 Printmaking and two
semesters in continuation of
studio chosen in the sophomore
year Studio is considered an es
sential part of the training of an
art historian this is the reason
for Incorporating these require-
ments into the major The recent
rise in the ceillng on the number
of courses student may take in
one discipline from 11 to 13 was
most beneficial in instrumenting
this major which will serve to
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Art ilistury Malur Approved
by Tobi Steinberg
Retiring president of the Student overument Organizatton
Mary Ann Cook right administering the oath of office to
incoming president Arlene Weissmui at Move-Up ceremony
March 16
spring term Formal registra




Since you as young women may be wor
ned about the effects of age that you may be
noticing breathlessness after three flights
of stairs crease in your forehead narrow-
mindedness dry skin breaking fingernails
etc you may also be worried about the
number of causes that you can physically
support in your waning years After all
there is usually only one at time In Octo
ber and November you were entangled in the
moratoriums and they disappeared just in
time for you to take on the problem of say-
ing the environment
Ah but we have news the November
mobilization was not the end The problem
still exists ergo the cause still exists
But you are saying we havent saved
the environment yet No we havent so we
cant forget about it
And theres another moratorium Yes
April 13-15
Then you conclude well have to sup-
port two causes at once Yes that is
valid conclusion But you need not worry
We have been in contact with 175 of the
leading physicians in the universe all of them
specialists in the field of college-fatigue
among them Dr Ken Takit Ph.D D.D.S
who served as spokesman for the group
Here is Dr Takits statement to the free
press
Neither nor my colleagues see any
biological or psychological reasons why two
causes at one time would be at all harmful
to normally healthy young woman between
the ages of 17 and 22 They may be bit
inconvenienced which in some cases may
cause frustration which could lead to anxiety
But although we generally try to keep our
little ladies from being inconvenienced we
must admit that this is the only possible side-
effect
And so to those of you who do not mind
missing an occasional afternoon nap and who
agree in principle with both issues we an-
nounce that you may safely participate in
Aprils moratorium without forgetting about
environment one bit
And for those of you who will worry
anyway one last assurance team of de
voted researchers has discovered two things
you can still classify this under environ-
ment if it will make you feel better since
the ecology of Vietnam is at stake And
both causes fall under the same general head-
ing snrvival
ampui rime
Is someone on this campus starving It
would not seem likely but something is wrong
If one is starving one may be forced to steal
This is almost understandable since survival
is primary among mans concerns But there
is stealing going on within this community
for no apparent reason
It is embarrassing to be forced to ac
knowledge this situation when we should be
far beyond this point in maturity But we
BEAVER NEWS
THEATER
The Playhouse 17 and Delancey Streets
April 9-18 The Merry Wives of Windsor
Theatre of the Living Arts 334 South Street
March 24 April Patchett and Tarses state
$pontaneous Demonstration
April 7-26 The Cage performed by company
of ex-convicts from San Quentin
Arts Council 401 Broad Street
April 11 Dancer Yvonne Ranier with mixed
media group performance 830 p.m
EXHIBITS
Civic Center 34 and Civic Center Blvd
through April 19 Craftsmen 70
crafts show
Museum of Art
through April 15 Van Gogh Exhibit
MUSIC
Academy of Music
April 14 Pittsburgh Symphony with soloist
Lorin Hollander
Civic Center 34 and Civic Center Blvd
April Steppenwoif Pacific Gas and Electric
Steam and the Insects 800 p.m
TELEVISION
ABC-TV
April This Land is Mine 30 p.m EST
/1/ 7Ji
I/o .ake
The detergent industry prime contributor to
water pollution can be foiled easily
With our jabs at governmental officials to make
them stop the incessant erosion of the earth we
must combine material action Congressmen gov
ernmental officials and advisers are affected by our
letters It may be that they are morally aroused
or it may may be that they merely want
votes But they listen
To make the society and the industry listen is
bit more difficult for they dont need votes they
keep each other alive they are blinded by money
and nothing is more pervasive So rather than
talk to those who have been hearing without lis
tening we have to figtht fire with fire Money al
lows industry to idiotically continue producing
and
selling high phosphate detergent
when they know
it is polluting the soil the water Detergent is
polluting inside and out from the motivation of
money to the physical result
So tell them in the only way they will really
listen i.e dont use their detergents Use soap
flakes which dont contain phosphates combined
with water-softening washing soda They are both
in supermarket stock there amidst the growing
pile of phosphate BIZ that DIJZ DASHing TIDE
of ALL Check labels use that good ol soap and
water that you are not using now and undo your
frustrations by literally frustrating them
Fight Frustrate It
arent and there are facts to prove it Mr
Cooley in trying to make the dining room
more livable supplied each table with live
flowers Sunday March 15 they were all re
moved Not to mention the artificial flowers
silverware and china he loses daily An
AM/FM radio and television have disap
peared from Heinz Actual dormitory rooms
in the Castle Kistler and Dilworth have been
relieved of such articles as watches clothes
money appliances and even cosmetics which
is certainly an all-time low in thievery
Clothes have even been taken from laundry
rooms and bathrooms And who knows how
many thefts havent been reported
There is no doubt that students are re
sponsible for most if not all of this crime-
wave If youre one of the innocents start
locking your door and be suspicious of every-
one What ridiculous thing to say to col
lege students but what else is there to do
And if youre not one of the innocents
grow up If youre starving its only be-
cause youre forgetting to go to meals
quirement for moment the tests
alone are far from indicative of
any knowledge that we may have
gained here at Beaver or for that
matter anywhere
All that can be shown from this
test is how well we have either
surmounted or have become suffo
cated by our indoctrination into
the American system For ex
ample what is the answer to the
following question which appeared
in the section on Social Sciences
here paraphrased
In recent years the chief duty
of the vice president has been
to
Coordinate foreign and do-
mestic policy
Serve as hatchet-man for
the president
Serve as major adviser to
the president
Balance the party ticket
Other sdeh b.s
This is only one example of the
subjective nature of this test
which both and Beaver
claim to be an objective measure
It seemed to be rather McCar
thy-type ploy to separate the
Nixon right-wing-rah-rah-estab
lishment fans from the left-anareli
ist revolutionary radicals or even
just those individuals who have
stopped kidding
themselves
The remaining two sections Hu
manities and Natural Sciences
equally invalid Included picyune
irrelevant trivia intermixed with
high school level English
and bi
ology facts
An extra added attraction to the
test were five men such obvious
products of test-obsessed systeni
pretentious and defensive that
further discussion of their neuro
ses could more than adequately
serve as topic for discussion in
senior seminar in psychology
And it is this test which Beaver
requires for all of its students for
graduation Not only is the test
superfluous and ludicrous but what
bearing or relevance does
it have
as pre-requisite for graduation
Have we not lost and forgotten
the purpose of college education
It is total insult to the intel-
ligence of each student Not that
we are defensive about our intelli
gence but to think that any in-
stitution could take this seriously
and even more use it as re
quirement for graduation
is be-
yond the belief of even any unin
telligent untested individual
Beaver seems to concern itself
with maintaining high academic
reputation This exam and all its
implications only negate and fur-
ther prevent any such claim to
fame
The Facul-Tea Chats are still
going strong and will continue
through the end of
this term
Tomorrow March 25 the Eng
lish department will again offer
authentic Twinings English tea
and authentic conversation On
returning from vacation stu
dents will be welcomed guests
of Psi Chi psychology honorary
on Wednesday April The
sociology department will take
the honors on Thursday April 16
and members of Phi Sigma Tau
the philosophy honorary will
help to enlighten you by serving
as host on Monday April 20
As usual all of these Facul-Tea
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University of Pennsylvania Irvine Auditorium To the Editor The officers and adviser of Phoe
CINEMA Re jnva/tcl phoenix P/an3 Sert/1cc3
by Gail Pasternak
To the Editor
March 24 Dc Sade Last week both the sophomore
nix want to thank the Beaver News
April Faces and the senior classes took the
for the superb article in the issue
April Detective Graduate Record Examinations as
of March 10 on the new worship
April 11 Lion in Winter necessary requirement for grad-
center which appeared ander the
April 14 The Tempest in Fine Arts Aud uation from this college The
byline of Caroline Otis
The pho
April 24 Planet of
the Apes 00 and 30 p.m test which is given to each stu-
tograph was beautiful It occurs
Philadelphia Museum of Art dent twice during her four years
to us that you might want to know
April The Fool Killer used by the college as basis
about few of the approaching
The Legend of Jimmy Blue Eyes for academic evaluation As sen-
services to be held in the center
April 17 Young Toerles both in our sophomore and senior
be worship service by and for
Why Do You Smile Mona Lisa jors who have taken the test On April at 730 p.m there will
Valparaiso years we can only conclude that
youth in the Pentecostal style
It
Back to Bach these tests are in valid criteria for win be led by group from the
measuring scholastic competence
Deliverance Evangelist Church in
in any way
Philadelphia Rev Benjamin Smith
Forgetting the graduation
re-
pastor This is one of the
most
regional
challenging experiences we feel
to be offered by any organization
at Beaver College this year On
April 12 at 1100 asri new ex
perlinental Folk Service designed
and celebrated by Beaver students
will be held as the closing event
of Spring Weekend The service
includes new sacrament in which
all members of the community are
invited to participate As in past
years Hillel is planning demon-
stration Seder service open to the
whole Beaver College community
The date has been set for April
15 and an experimental setting
has been rumored Rock Seder
In case by any chance delays
due to weather or strikes or fail-
ure of funding or any other reason
living or dead postpone the
availability of the new center the
Pentecostal Service on April will
be held in Murphy Chapel the
Folk Service will be set on the
floor of the Gallery in the library
on April 12 and the Rock Seder




ha last weeks issue of the Baa-
var News Dr Bernard Mausner
chairman of the psychology depart-
ment protested In strongest
terms the article on his venture to
Vienna Austria to visit the home
of Sigmund Freud as related in the
issue of March 10 Professor
Mausner said that he could not
conceivably want to make p11-
grimage to his stamping-grounds
his referring to Freud This Is
absurd Dr Mausners defenses can
easily be broken down
Since early childhood Dr Maus
ner has become obsessed with
maintaining order Re cannot
stand to see the destruction that
man has brought upon himself
through the masochistic act
of
smoking cigarettes This is an
obvious reflection of the exceed-
ingly strict toilet-training
which
was induced upon him by his
mother To refuse to admit that
he has the desire to visit the home
of Freud is completely defensive
mechanism of denial To publish
such denial is an over-compensa
tOrn of reaction-formation If he
would like further consultation the
editors of the News will hold office
hours Tuesday and Thursday eve-
nirigs If all of these suppositions
are not true why else would Dr





To whom it may concern
Thursday begins spring vaca
tion the time which could be-
come more than just an escape
Sitting here there is too much we
want to say so we are forced to
limit ourselves But you know
what we want to say and if you
dont We hope that youll find out
There are ten days to reflect upon
it and do something about it Be-




was awarded $1500 to study abroad
in the field for which she was given
this honor theatre Cathye said
that she chose Greece because urn
versltles and theatres originated
there and the political situation In
trigues her She also has many
friends there
The summer will begin with
teachIng program normally for
graduate students at Lehigh Uni
versity The course is Origins of
Western Institutions and her
studies project is Greek theatre
The Lehigh program is in conjunc
tion with the Hellenic Humanities
Foundation Group
Alter three weeks in the United
States the students in the program
will fly to Paris and Athens ac
companied by educators and prac
ticing creative artists with an in-
timate knowledge of Greek cus
toms language and culture From
Athens the group will travel to
Loutraki Corinth and the port of
Piraeous where the S.S Roman
Tica will begin five day cruise to
the Greek Islands
Among the places Cathye will
visit are the Archaic Colossus of
Apollo in Delos and Mykonos
The next stop will be in Kusadi
Turkey to see the Church of St
John and the Temple of Artemis
Cathye will sail to Patmos to visit
the Island and cave where St John
the Divine wrote the book of Rev-
elations
The Third World Film Festival
entitled New Worlds New
Media was held in San Francisco
last week Dr Patrick Hazard
professor of English organized the
festival for the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum De
velopment
The Third World represents the
Afro-Asian states which seek to
liberate themselves from both the
nfiuence of the First and Second
Worlds Europe and America
There is an over-abundance of non-
controversial films about this Third
World but there is lack of avail-
ability and knowledge concerning
controversial films which show how
life really is By making such
ftlms available to schools Dr Haz
arci claims the boredom ratio will
drop and the teachers will better
prepare their students for the
challenge of an Interdependent
universe
Most of these films have been
siade by the respecUve country
nd show the difficulties they have
Having always doubted the
uaJity of student art shows ded
cated to openings of such social
ccasions as Mothrs Day or
athers Day walked Into the
twood Art Gallery with precon
eived notions to see the Beaver
student art show which opened for
Parents Weekend on March 14
In high school we too had our
wn Parents Night to Inform
ur parents of our academic pur
Lits and to show some of its re
Ls in the form of student art
wows of collages and clay figures
literary displays of book re
and lImericks
he student exhibition presently
splay in the Atwood Gallery
my ligh school pro-
In Crete the group will see the
Palace of King Minos which in-
spired the legend of the labyrinth
and the minotaur Among the re
maining cities on the tour are My-
cenae Olympia Delphi and Athens
again
Cathye has chosen to remain in
the country for an additional three
weeks in Creative
Residency
program in Stavros The Hellenic
Humanities Foundation Art Barn
there offers courses in pottery and
weavIng in which Cathye will con-
centrate and drawing and painting
Cathye hopes to vacation in Lon
don before
returning to the United
States
in modernizing their land The
evening program of the Festival
presented parallel series of films
representing the liberation of
America Films by blacks from
America and Africa were also
shown
It is hoped that the showing of
these films will enlighten teachers
and administrators who In turn
may add such films to their school
library Dr Hazard believes that
educating people about the Third
World has to begin somewhere
and it is up to the schools to make
the necessary curriculum changes
March 19-21 Dr Hazard at-
tended the Conference on College
Composition and Communication
division of the National Council
of Teachers of English held in
Seattle Washington As well as
presenting showing of Third-
World films Dr Hazard also gave
speech entitled Media Confron
tations Towards the Internation
alization of English as disci
pline
judices Catherine Delberts de
sign for dormitory room in
womans college reflects imagina
tion and skill in architectural de
sign Judith Adelmans painting of
pendulum clock on clock-size
canvas is truly ingenious Prints
and collages approach the subject
of nude model from multiple per-
speotives with original twists New
Visions of objects are given in
drawings such as Gil Bonflettis
ice skate Abstract expression
such as Hertia Maria Latours
The Machine typifies the origin-
ality and expressiveness of the ex
hibition
Every work deserves praise
These art students have sensitive
and skillful control of their mcd-
mm
by Linda Seybold
The Theatre Playshops final pro-
duction of the year will be Our
American Cousin by Tom Taylor
The dates of the performances are
Wednesday April 29 1970 through
Sunday May 1970 The cast
under the direction of Mr Terry
Theodore of the Beaver College
speech-theatre department Is now
in the process of blocking the first
act Five of the ten actors were
at rehearsal last week and they
talked about themselves and their
parts
The hero of this melodrama Asa
Trenchard is played by Nathan
Kurland public-speaking teacher
at Temple University working for
his masters degree Mr Kuriand
who has been in many plays includ
Ing Once Upon Mattress and
Carnival saw the casting notice at
Temple and decided to try out
About the play and his role Mr
Kurland said The play is stock
melodrama and will be playing
the part of the hero to its fullest
He also commented that Good
ness will prevail
George Fine who was theatre
major at the University of Ala-
bama for three years is playing
the part of Lord Dunndary fop-
pinli nobleman Mr Fine who saw
the casting ad In the paper has
also acted In many plays
James McCune plays the part
of Mr Biddicomb stodgy and
superficial butler While attend-
lag Delicate Balance he discov
ered the notice concerning the
casting for Our American Cousin
Mr CcCune is enjoying his experi
ence here and said that he envies
Beaver College students very much
because he never had the oppor
tun.ity to go to college himself
Dave Gregson playing Abel
Murcott is graduate student at
Temple University He acted dur
lag his pre-graduate days at Penn-
sylvania State Univesrity and said
that he is enjoying his character
very much
Bill Gray who works in hos
pital read about the play on the
bulletin board in Kistler Hall This
is his first play and he is enjoying
it immensely
The talent and interest of these
men can do nothing but add to the
finai product performance of




On Wednesday April 15 the Span-
ish Theatre of the Golden Age
class and Dr Gerardo Rodriquez
will present Alejandro Casonas
play Entremºs del Mancebo que
casO con una mujer bravo fuerte
UegO domarla The play will
be presented In the Little Theatre
at 630 p.m
Mancebo was originally short
story written by Don Juan Manuel
in the 14-century on which
Shakespeares The Taming of the
Shrew was based In the 20-cen-
tury Alejandro Casona adapted the
story and re-wrote it In play form
The story is similar to that of
Shrew young man marries
girl who is nasty and unmanage
able The plot is developed as the
man begins teaching his wife to be
civil and eventually to obey him
The methods the young man uses
to tame her make this truly hila
I-bus play but it is more than just
funny Come and see it you
wont be disappointed
Room drawings for the 1970-
71 term will be held on Tuesday
April 14 for rising seniors and
rising juniors and on Wednes
day April 15 for rising sopho
mores The drawings will be
he1d in Heinz lounge beginning
at 630 p.m
Musical Spring
On Saturday April 11 at 00
p.m in the dining room Ken Mc-
Intyre and his Internationally re
nowned jazz trio will appear in
concert This is the main attrac
tion of Beaver Colleges new con-
cept in spring weekends The idea
is to offer something more stirnu
lating than the typical mixer-type
affair staged and formal that is
open to the entire community
dated or undated It is to be some-
thing that students can attend and
enjoy on this campus
In keeping with the general
theme of creativity Sandy Thomp
son will present collage of poetry
and music on Friday night April
Unfortunately there are very
few great women anythIng except
lovers Fortunately on April 20
at 30 p.m in the Little Theatre
Beaver College will be extraordIn
arily lucky in having great wo
man true modern poetess
young woman whose feminIne pas
sion and expressive honesty is
transcended by her poetic spirit
and unique poems Diane Wako
ski was considered at 29 our
most exciting younger American
poetess The power of her poetry
comes from life experience truly
and freely expressed consistently
juxtapositionlag new angles of
vision smiling and at the same
time sneering wit and her special
characteristic strength of creating
startlIng clear-cut images
Miss Wakoskis published books
include Coins and Coffins 62
Discrepancies and Apparitions
66 The George Washington P0-
ems 67 and her most recent
book Inside the Blood Factory
68 She was also one of Four
Young Lady Poets 62 edited by
Lerci Jones and The Young Amer
ican Poets 68 edited by Paul
Carroll She is presently teaching
poetry course at The New School
In New York City where she also
lives Her somewhat rambling
confessional style is highlighted by
power to capture complexity of
thought or feeling in few elo
quent yet earthy lInes Her poems
always leave you drained cx-
hausted You can never just read
them without being drastically af
fected Never are they weak or
dull but always maintain an un
usual strength and Intensity and
an overall viewpoint or angle con-
Professor Roddman has taught
on both the high school and col
lege level at such institutions as
the distinguished Madison and
Polytechnical High Schools in
Brooklyn and City College of New
York and was for brief time
Dean of Marlboro College In Ver
mont From 1946-47 he studied at
the Sorbonne serving as editor-In-
chief of University Series Program
North American Service National
French Broadcasting System
Among the notables whom he In-
terviewed for the program were
Andre Gide and Jean-Louis Bar-
rault in Paris and George Santay
ana in Rome
Mr Roddman has contributed
articles to Encyclopedia Americana
Les Cahiers Du Sud famous
French literary periodical The
Partisan Review and Books
Abroad
10 She has drawn her talent from
the Beaver community itself as
has Dr Hall for his folk service
to be given Sunday morning on
the lawn if weather permits
The lawn will also be the site of
picnic lunch and playtime on
Saturday afternoon Grills will be
provided for those who wish to
rough it Slater for those who
dont There will even be live
bands from various colleges on
hand to play while you eat Put
together it seems that Spring
Weekend will be the kind of oppor
tunity students are always corn-
plaining they dont have on cam-
pus so now that its here
support it
sistently excitIng To quote Miss
Wakoski have my own rca-
sons for being here but by now you
should know theyre crazy ones
It will be subtle pleasure and
an obvious excitement to be able
to hear and see and share Miss
Wakoski reading and discussing her
poetry and for that matter as
one can gather from her work her
general attitude and life style she
will say and do anything she damn
well wants to For among other
things she knows guess we
want to think that being honest is
saying the truth so that it sounds
like we understand it guess
we want the illusion of what we
want more than what we want be-
cause we think we are wise and
know its harder to destroy an il
lusion than what the illusion stands
for But this is ridiculous be-
cause just read what wrote and
am obviously too involved in Miss
Wakoskis poetry to express its
personal and universal Importance
Wakoskis poetry speaks for it-
self So will Miss Wakoski Come
and find out for yourself
The Committee on Examina
tion Changes wishes to remind
students that the deadline for
filing petitions for Change of
date for final examination is
Friday April 10 Forms for
this petition may be secured
from the Office of the Registrar
Requests for changes due to
travel arrangements must be ac
companied by approval from the
Committee on Extended Vaca
irons and will only be granted
for extenuating cco3




Cathye Stoops will be spendIng
six weeks In Greece this summer
being student tourist and diplo-
mat Recipient of the Vira Heinz
Student Exchange Scholarship she
Actors Discuss Philip Roddman 10 Lecture
Page Three
Play Production Modernism in the Arts
by Tobi Steinberg
On Tuesday April at 30 levels Several years ago he was
p.m In the Little Theatre Mr elected Teacher of the Year by
Philip Roddman brilliant and poll conducted by undergraduates
versatile scholar and teacher in the at Harvard University and was an
field of humanities will deliver outstanding Ph.D candidate in
lecture on Modernism in Literary philosophy at Columbia University
and Visual Arts He plans to dis- under Irwin Edwin
cuss some of the philosophical im
plications behind the modernist
movements including sensibility of
art and artists and the need for
new language for innovation and
experimentation Professor Rodd
man Intends to use David Hume and
Ernst Cassirer to provide some of
the philosophical framework for
his talk and will make reference to
sueh literary figures as Baudelaire
Eliot Wallace Stevens James
Joyce Pirandello and Samuel
Beckett This lecture will un
doubtedly be of interest to various
segments of the college community
In particular those taking courses
in English philosophy fine arts
and music
As associate professor of human-
ities at Pratt Institute in New
York Mr Roddman has been in-
strumental In building up an excel-
lent program of courses on both
the undergraduate and graduate
Ken McIntyre Highlights
Hazards Third World
Extends to West Coast
by Joanne Trachtenberg
Festival
Proper Vein Poetess Wakoski
by Marsha Pels
Studrnt Art Shuws Impressive Llesiqns
by Lihiam Oliva
An opportunity has been made
available for some Beaver students




limitations by going beyond these
limitations and into society
semester abroad but
not
abroad is available right now to
five Beaver College sociolOgy
stu
dents The program may later
be
open to other departments
The
semester of study is part
of an
Educational Involvement Project
directed by Haverford Colleges
Center for NonviOlent
Confik Res
olution The five Beaver students
with 25 others
from Haverford
Bryn Mawr Lincoln and
Swarth
more colleges will participate
in






lar and Germantown neighborhood
groups
In East Poplar students will
work as school-commlflttY
assist
ants in two neighborhood
elemen
tary schools As teaching
assist
ants and special resource persons
they will teach reading
and math
and develop special projects
in an
effort to help chlldrell
whom the
schools are failing to
teach In Ger
mantown as community organiza
tion assistants they
will do field
work with several community
action
organizations





associations in low income neigh





as group in the neighborhood
The project seems to realize that
dc ssroom education is conducive
to lack of perspective
It there
fore sets about to broaden
the stu
dents mind by combining seminars
field work and group living-in




social problems the urban situa
tion and to contributE directly
to
solutions
Participants combine an on-site
seminar with one on campus to




selected through the college
and
their final section is based
on an
interview by community-based
committee The deadline is May
for the fall semester of 1970 Stu
dents will be informed of their
se
lection later this semester
Those unable to go off-campus
but still interested in involving
themselves in an action program
should speak with Marty Dickson
Suburban Involvement Coordinator
at the Center 409 Barclay
An ocean is only collection o1
drops and each drop
not contrib
uted




The topic for our April 15




here to speak with us Will you
be here too
Even
computer would be used
even in French and very help
fully Dr Wennberg worked on
computer facilities at the Stoney
brook Graduate Center in New
York and has complete project
for language students usage With
program of French lessons
and
computer with earphones for the
student to hear the lessons type
writer attachment to answer the
questions and slide projector and
screen for visual aid the whole
set-up will be very
valuable as
sistant that can reinforce
and sup
plement teaching in the class
room With the computer the
Darlene Heinrich Committee Investigates
Possibilities
Miss Darlene llehirich
Math Grad to Speak Varied Needs
of Computer Here
on Data Processing
On Wednesday April the




of Vocational Guidance and Place-
When computer is mentioned Analysis
course which uses the
the education department
ment will sponsor the
third pro-
most people think math computer
computer terminal directly
ie past two years will
be gram of the
series on careers Ca- programming
business and In- The
natural science departments
Beaver at the end of this
rol Claney Robinson 1965
Ben- dustry but not biology
or psy- can
use the computer to vast
to finish graduate
school ver graduate
will speak on Ca- chology
and certainly not French
extent Homework often entails
toward her doctorate in
reers for Women In Data Process-
or English If you are missing
this long drawn out calculations
for
educational research She is cur-
lag The program will begin
at connection of the use




30 p.m in Heinz Lounge
to the other disciplines
then youre and
whirr done Teaching
Techniques fl Media for Secondary
missing the boat As
the popula-
would be fascinating terminal
Mrs Robinson majored in math- grows and societies become
attached to Beavers own computer
English and supervises
independ
erit studies and student teaching
ematics at Beaver After gradua- more complex the technology
de- could be set up in classroom
and
Miss Heinrich who was instru-
velops correspondingly




four months and then arted
mental in getting financial support
yeai to come the efficiency
and could respond quickly
to stu
for the soontobe-opened learning
working for 7t in Stuttgart er- ed of computers will aid in or- dents suggestion Computers
ammer In Aug
center in the classroom
building
many as ping ganizing not controlling the
sodie- can print graphs for example
ust 1966 she tan uorkirig br
will serve as its director
for the
ties of human beings
physical problem involving tra
IBM in Philadelphia ac systems an educational facil- jectorys path through
the air




The center will be an
individual
eng that will be at all relevant to
could be progrimmed solved and
studies room open to faculty and
txu wend as all such facilities
the path printed out visually
Be-
she is now serc hesband
students professors will
be able
is also employed by fl should Beaver College must in- fore your very eyes
to record lectures
and store other
Coalition when she was selected as Mrs Robinson will not limit her elude the avaiinbiity
of compu-
These print-out graphs would
information for convenient
refer-
Beavers representative to meet-
ence students may also use the
ing On inter-group education
last
talk to math majors but will also
ter The new science building will
help in the visual
facet of chem
equipment in line with
their par- year
Her activities in the Coali-
discuss opportunities for ether
lib- p1 esent
fine setting for study and istry
and biology also The corn-
ticular interests and needs
tion have been helpful to the re-
er arts majol in he field of data \I It with computer
Right now puter would
be programmed with
th igh many are unaware of it
mathematical equations of molecu
Miss Heinrich originally
from cently formed Human Relations
processing
computer terminal is alive and
well lar shape or metabolic
rates
Rochester New York did her un-
Committee of which she is fad- and functioning




advisor She is also mem- JtSF to Supp rt Charles Moulton chairman
of draw the atomic position
or celi
education at the State
University
her of the executive committee
of the mathematics department The shapes
in different views Human
of New York in Genesee After re-





the Amer- Summ Ins titu te puter-sha ring method with other and our brains combine several
terminal IS connected in




lean Educational Research Associ
on to graduate school
at Bucknefl
ation This organization has rep-
The National Science Foundation
jntitutions such that we phone in such
views to get three-dimen
University concentrating
in edu- resentatives
from universities all has awarded grant
to Beaver Col-
for use at the time We wish
and sional picture But if the computer
en pay for that
time Oil thc prints on paper three-dimensional
cational research Before
coming over the country
who have loge for the support of
the Ninth
iiter
pictures that are viewed by the
to Beaver Miss Heinrich taught
specinf interest
in research and Summer Institute
entitled ullodern Comnittee has beeii human eye simultaneously the
ha-
summer school course at Bucknell
teacher preparation The orgam-
Clicmicol Couepts md t5c TeUch-
tcari vexy herd at work receiving
age is more complete The corn-
taught for one year and
became zation operates basically
through iflfJ
of Hiqh SeSool Chew stry Ii and dbgc sting reports from other puter
can be invaluable in genetics
frustrated with the school
and correspondence although
there is the
Chemical Systems IUd Chcrni- iiistitiitioas and observers of Ben- as
it can easily manage vast num
teaching situation in general
an annual meeting
cal Materials $tucly Approw his vars possibilities making sugges-
bers of statistics
wanted to effect change she said
Miss Heinrich opinion of stu- Bearing this impressive title the tions and morrnaiating proposal Dr Mausner looks forward to
explaining her
interest in educa-
dents here is that Beaver girls
NSF program is open to senior and that has been sent to Dr Edward four-fold advantge
in the psychol
tional research and thought the
take the advantage of being justi-
junior high
school teachers and iill
LI Gates president of the college ogy department
First social aol-
best way would be through
re- fiably critical
of things that should
run from June 21 to August 14 Dr Roland Eddy professor of entists as
all professionals will be
search approach developing
and be questioned my college class-
There are also five Beaver students
hysics chairs the
Committee Other using computers in the future
and
testing new ideas that could be
mates and attempted boycotts
participating
this year Sharna members include Dr Moulton they must gain experience
Then
used by others as well as myself
and strikes but succumbed to ad-
Hurwit Luzverinda Peredo
Jean
Dr Benkt Wennberg chairman of its obvious
use in processing data
rather than just making changes
ministrative demands to stop agi-
McCrie Diane Taylor and Miki the foreign languages department
on the spot will speed research
within my own classroom
tating whereas students today
fol- Waldeman Dr Bernard Mausner chairman of Thirdly
research itself will be en-
Freedom low through
until they get what The objectives of the program the psychology
deaprtment Mr hanced as the computer
when pro-
Miss Heinrich feels that the pres- theyre
demanding think Bea- are to broaden the area of knowl-
Burt Ashman business manager grammed
with information can
ent grading system is
farce ver girls take advantage
of chan-
edge in chemistry to provide
for and Mr Harold Stewart registrar simulate situations
and varying
What would be meaningful would nels
for change which are
most
exchange of ideas to improve
Dr Eddy indicated that the Corn-
combinations and interactions can
be to identIfy the objectives
of the often responsive
to their demands diem Study programs to stimulate mittec membership
is broadly be
tried out to discover what con-
course establish
criteria for evalu-
Miss Heinrich assessed her stay scientific interest in students and based
but doesnt include every sequences would result Finally
ating whether or not they
are at Beaver by saying enjoy to motivate teachers to pursue
an field because it would become
un- living subjects for experiments
achieved and then give
credit for teaching here and like the college advanced degree The participants
wicldly
could have direct electrical hook-
the course if the criteria
are met community like
the academic in the program will live in
the Why Not up with the computer
and data
and no credit if they are not freedom
the freedom to teach dormitory and eat in the college
Dr Eddy sees the terminal now could be fed in directly Then
data
Outside of Beaver Miss Heinrich
what thought was important the dining room The Institute spon-
in use as an interim facility would be
treated immediately and
is active in the Higher Education way thought
it should be taught sors field trips to the New Jersey But
there is problem concerning varying stimuli
could be tried to
Coalition of Southeastern Pennayl-
There is very open atmosphere siiore and participants are
free to money Isnt there always produce varying
reactions by the
vania She became active in
the of freedom to interact use the colleges recreational mdl-
Purchasing supplying and hiring subject
And all before your very
.-- -- ities directot for the computers
man- eyes
agement will cost about $35000
year and Beavers budget
does not
The Eastern Psychological have that
amount available for the
Association is meeting in At- project
Dr Eddy pointed out
lantic City at
the Chalfonte- though that some of the programs
Haddon Hall Hotels Thursday that could
be run would cost more
April through Saturday April
on terminal time than
if we had
Meetings will cover wide computer
Besides once corn-
variety of topics
in almost every puter
is ow there is no time urn-
aspect of psychology Beaver
hation on usage The computer
students are invited to volunteer
that the Committee wants is con-
to work there If you are inter-
sidered the best for actual hands
ested in helping write to Peter
on experience too and this gives
Finley Special Services
Dc- the student mere thorough type
partment Oalorcst Regional
of learning
High School Mays Landing
Obviously the math department
New Jersey 08330 Further in- can use computers
as an integral
formation can he obtabied urn part
of its curriculum Math stu
dents are Lca intcr te in com student can proceed at
her own
plltei Burn ern rs
Dr Moulton rate with instant correction of mis-






Here we go again Phi
Sigma Tau is sponsoring
an
her super-doper meeting which
will be held on Wednesday
April 15 at 700 p.m in Kistler
lounge With quiet pride we
wish to announce that oui new
president is Charmane Spahr
To help prevent headaches and
frustration Christine
Steward
will be watching finances and
keeping records
makes it that much less of an
Dr Roland Eddy at computer terminal
gether for over 35 years 30 of
them in the Glenside post office and
over five apiece at Beaver The
difference between the Glenside
and Beaver post offices is appar
ent in Georges summation
worked at the post office in Glen-
side for 30 years now play
post office at Beaver
George and Ken feel themselves
to be in the hotbed of activity at
Beaver Their day begins with the
rush of getting the morning mail
into boxes When asked if they
watch the girls as they go to their
boxes at 30 am the guffawed
response was You bet we do we
watch em all the time
From 30 a.m until nearly 400
p.m they are less rushed This
is when they stuff boxes with in-
tra-college mail and as George ex
Last year at around this time
an article was written in the Bea
ver News about Beaver offering
courses for graduate credit through
the Lehigh Regional Consortium
for graduate teacher education
Other colleges in the Consortium
are Allentown Marywood Mora
vian Muhlenberg Wilkes Ursinus
colleges and Lehigh University
The purpose of the Consortium
is to provide masters degree pro
grams for people with teaching
certificates at both the elementary
and secondary school levels One
of the main advantages in taking
courses through the Consortium
will be convenience As it stands
many universities require that
student take at least 30 semester
hours from the university issuing
the masters degree However
through the Consortium person
would be able to take up to 15
credits from any of the eight par
ticipating colleges and do the other
15 at the university in the Con
sortium from which they wish to
finish at Lehigh and obtain de
gree This would be great con
venience for teacher-housewife
in the Glenside area for example
who wouldnt have the time to go
to Lehigh two or three times
week Also this could be better
than spending time and fighting
traffic to get to Temple University
where basic graduate courses may
obtain their degree Out of the
eight members of the Consortium
only Marywood Wilkes Colleges
and Lehigh University offer
masters degree in education
Gettysburg College He said that
she could have commuted to one
of the many schools nearby but
he feels that getting an edu
cation is not all out of books it
comes from living with other peo
pie Somehow It seems more ap
parent in reflection that learning
has taken place than it does in the
midst of life on noisy hail with
the booth phone bet hes trying
to call me right now in continuous
use
by Anna Smith
have as many as 150 students en-
rolled in class The program
would be beneficial to Beaver in
several ways One would be the
addition of more specialized Se-
lection of books in the library
which would be available to under
graduates as well
The Consortium hopes to develop
series of inter-disciplinary
courses which would be attractive
to many people and would make
the program unique
The Consortium became ap
proved by the state last June Un
fortunately there was difficulty
finding an executive director who
would act as dean of the Consor
tium so to speak and would dis
cover which courses could be used
from each college for Consortium
courses Late in December the
Consortium Policy Committee
asked Dr Robert Leight profes
sor at Lehigh to act as the execu
tive director Becasue of this set
back there was no program this
past summer and the real activity
wont start until next fall
There will be no brand new
courses at Beaver for the Consor
tium Courses here involved in
the Consortium will be run basic-
will be given to graduate students
taking the course The courses will
be given late in the afternoon so
that people who teach school may
attend Having graduate students
in class should add stimulation and
thus good deal to the course
Dr Norman Miller chairman of
our education department is the
chairman of Graduate Studies at
by Carob Cates
Students are our best sales-
men according to the Alumnae
Office Consequently on April 19
at the Student Interest Tea high
school juniors and their parents
will come in contact with Beaver
students
Like similar one held last year
the tea was arranged by the Student
Interest Committee of the Alumnae
Association under the leadership
of Ethel Cunningham McClintok
39 Sign-up letters were sent to
high schools in the alumnae dis
tricts of Montgomery-Bucks Delco-
Main Line Delaware Valley Nor-
ristown Burlington County Lehigh
Valley Reading and Wilmington
Interested high school junior girls
signed up and they and their par-
ents were invited to Beaver for
April 19 In addition high school
seniors accepted at Beaver were
invited in hopes of encouraging
their choosing Beaver
The program which begins at
00 p.m in the Mirror and Rose
Rooms will include panel on col
lege life presented by current Bea
ver students refreshments and
tours of the campus Similar teas
will be held throughout April in
the alumnae districts of Long Is-
land Pittsburgh Washington
West Chester Boston and Balti
more Hopefully Beaver students
from these areas will be sent to
the teas to serve in similar ca
pacity as the girls on campus will
on April 19
With the apparent decline in
popularity of small private wo
mens colleges ada all-out effort is
needed to get well-qualiæed girls
interested in Beaver It seems
ironic that it is Beaver girls
who complain so much about the
school who make the best impres
sion on high school girls Maybe
were happier here than we think
The film David Copperfield
will be presented on Wednesday
April at 615 p.m in the Lit-
tie Theatre Urging attendance
should not be necessary
Beaver Other professors involved
are Mr Richard Polis professor of
mathematics Dr Patrick Haz
ard and Mr Edgar Schuster pro-
fessors of English Possibly Dr
Arthur Breyers Summer Chemical
Institute will be included Mr Po
us will be teaching Mathematics
in Elementary Education This
course according to the brochure
was designed to provide the teach-
ers with insight into the nature of
modern mathematics Recent de
velopments in arithmetic will be
examined The content includes
concept of sets history of number
solutions to simple equations top-
ics in number theory and informal
geometry
Dr Hazards course in Twenti
eth Century Literature En 39
will be used in the Consortium
Mr Schuster will be teaching
Special Studies in Modern Gram-
mar next fall which will also be
included This course will be good
not only for people interested in
teaching but also those interested
in linguistics The course will in-
corporate three basic approaches
to grammar the traditional ap
proach the generative transforma
tional approach and the approach
known as descriptive linguistics
Most of us learned grammar
through the traditional approach
The course has not been geared to
put this approach in favorable
light The generative transforina
tional grammarian shows how sen
tences generate from what he calls
the core sentences or basic sen
tences For example the sentence
The bail was hit by the boy was
Continued on Page Col
Thcked away in second floor
studio of Blake Hall is charming
fair-haired lady with extraordinary
talent She is not only an cx-
tremely adept and dedicated in-
structor of piano but an accou
pushed performer as well
Mrs Ruth Campbell began her
piano studies in Oklahoma City
her home town with Faye Trum
bull concert pianist and pupil of
the famous Theodor Leschetizky
After coming to the East she con-
tinued her piano studies at the
Combs Conservatory of Music
along with Vincent Persichetti one
of todays leading composers
There they became friends and
spent many hours playing two-part
piano compositions many of which
Mr Persichetti composed himself
After graduating from Combs
Mrs Campbell and Mr Persichetti
went on to study with Alberta
Jonas Later Mrs Campbell be-
came Mr Jonas assistant and at
this time she wrote an article for
the well-known Etude magazine
entitled How To Avoid Bungling
Fingers Undoubtedly she ap
plies the content of this article
to
her students at Beaver
At the close of World War
she began her studies with the
famous Robert Cassadesus father
of Jean at Princeton New Jersey
and during the summer months at
Great Barrington Massachusetts
where Cassadesus held summer
music school During this time
her performance career developed
immeasureably with her presenta
tion of two Town Hall recitals in
New York both of which were
smashing success
Since then Mrs Campbell has
given recitals all over the Philadel
phia area in most of the surround-
ing universities in New Jersey and
has also returned to her home town
in Oklahoma to perform for an
audience of friends and fans She
has been elected to serve as judge
in many competitions including the
Philadelphia Teachers Auditions
and is the organist for the Eirst
Presbyterian Church in Ambler
Pennsylvania
For the past two summers Mrs
Campbell has studied at LEcole
dArt Americanes de Musique at
Fountainebleau France and she
feels that this has been tremend
ous experience for her At Foun
tainebleau feel that Ive learned
so much that is beneficial to my
teaching as well as to my perform-
ing Learning to value the opinions
of others is part of this learning
process Many of us at Fountaine
bleau are teachers and we all agree
Sports News
In the past two years the girls
on Beavers basketball teams have
had great times but no wins At
the close of their season on March
however things were looking up
Their game with Eastern Bap
tint College that day began in
typical slow manner and the half-
time score showed Beaver behind
again 9-S The second half saw
together Beaver team come onto
the court determined to win
and they did 32-25 Helping in the
victory was high scorer Vicky
Johnson with ten points as well as
Sue Sykes and Melissa Hough with
eight points each and Jean Bogart
with six points
The victory was great way to
end the season Rah Rah
Page Five
Mrs Ruth Campbell
that the exchange of different ideas
and different interpretations in our
discussions is invaluable to every
one of us When people ask me why
continue to study these are my
reasons Ive always felt that col
iege is simply the beginning step
in the attempt to master your art
You never stop learning finding
new ways new ideas and to cease
your studies is to limit your ability
and understanding of that art
Mrs Campbell loves to teach and
finds it even more self-rewarding
than performing enjoy seeing
young people come along in life
and watching their progress can
feel that am part of their sue-
cess
Since coming to Beaver in 1964
she has fulfilled her desire to teach
the more advanced students
like the more advanced students
because can do more for them
learn from them and find myself
going through many changes as
result Two of her most advanced
students however are her own
daughter Sandy and Donna Cole-
man high school student who has
won the Drexel Award and is go-
ing on to the Tn-County Competi
tion
Mrs Campbell has done much
for our music department and
would like to do even more Any-
one who has had the pleasure of
studying with her appreciates the
extra lessons and the extra time
that she devotes to each and every
one of her students Indeed Mrs
Campbell is dedicated teacher and
fine musician we are fortunate
to have her at Beaver
IONESCO
On April 22 the French Club
will sponsor field trip to Lan-
caster Pennsylvania to see
Ionescos Lea Chaises and La
Lecon as performed by the
Treteaux de Paris Anyone who
is interested in seeing these
two plays should contact Mr
Cohn Dickson in room 121 of
the classroom building
Hillel will sponsor Modern
Look at the Traditional Secler
on Wednesday April 15 at 530
p.m in the faculty chat Sign-
up sheets will be posted around
the campus and donation fee
will be requested
If students are interested in
joining family Seder with peo
pie in the Glenside area please
place your name in Vivian Korn
golds mail box number 218 and
she will try to make arrange-
ments
uesday March 24 1970 BEAVER NEWS
Men in the Mailroom Stnt Teas Eiven




Mr Kenneth Shook and Mr George Saurman
by Janet hayes
The team of Saurman and Shook here an observation obvious
appears daily except Sundays to anyone standing apart from the
from 830 am until 400 p.m in 930 n.m deluge of bodies which
the Beaver College post office converge like locusts olt the mail-
George Saurman and Kenneth room
shake em up Shook have been to- Georges own daughter went to
George and Ken both told this
reporter how much they miss the
girls who graduate They feel as
if theyve just started to know some
of them and then they leave
George and Ken are vital part
of Beaver as community ima
gine the mail-less life without
them This does not guarantee
that your life will be filled with
plained they try to keep out of mail when theyre around but the
trouble They also cheer up some odds are better Next time you
of the faculty they said with go to check your mailbox why not
joke or gag Any special jokes ask Ken and George to join you in
We have lot of jokes come in fast game of Post Office
Beaver-Lehigh Consortium Initiates
Graduate Education Classes in Fall
Therefore person could for in- ally like they normally are except
stance take courses at Beaver and that additions to our requirements BEAVER LACROSSE
1969 1970
Opponent Piayed at
Tcmple Monday April 13 400 Beaver
Penn Thursday April 16 400 Beaver
Chestnut Hill Tuesday April 21 400 Chestnut Hill
Glassboro Monday April 27 00 Beaver
Bryn Mawr Wednesday April 29 415 Beaver
Swarthmore Friday May 00 Beaver
Drexel Wednesday May 00 Drexel
Page Sx
AA1JP PRESENT DISSENT
Continued from Page CL
at the University Gf Peunsylvauta the fine arts department
Mrs Joan
will oomplete the paneL Dr Nor- Katcher professor in the sociology
man Miller chairman of the edu- department Mr Peter Moller
cation department will serve as associate professor
of the Eng
moderator of the discussion lish-speech-theatre department
and
Dissent is the third the Dr Patrick Hazard professor
of
group of Contemporary
Issue Ser- English Next year Dr Norman
ics topics that Beavers AAUP has Johnston chairman
of the sociol
sponsored this year
in an effort to
better common understanding and
help alleviate the
lack of communi
cation that so often hinders post-
tive human relations Mrs Weiss
clarified the group aims as she
grthned and said Were not try-
lag to incite
students to riot
She continued When there is any
topic of controversy it should
be The future depends on our abil
brought into the open Its import- ity
to confront and solve todays
ant to come together and listen to problems
from pollution to dis
people with
different points of sent Thus individuals must
be
view The audience should cer- able to
communicate with honesty
t.ainly express themselves ex- and integrity
Talk is very im
pect lot of good to come
out of portant contends Mrs Weiss
it but so is action First every-
The AAUP conimittee is made body has to know how everybody
up of Mr Jack Davis chrman olf else feels
BEAVER NEWS
on
Mr Colin Dickson of the foreign
language department is using
computer to facilitate the process-
ing of data for
his doctoral disserta
tion Mr Dickson is studying image
phrases
and the word usage and
frequencies in the third
book ot
Montaignes Essays Montaigne




Dickson has read the work ex
tracting some 700 image passages
programmers are now typing for
computer tapes the information
the computer will need to process
the frequency of
word usage and
compare the appearance of certain
words in the text as whole with
their appearance in the image
passages The results
will then be
available for Mr Dickson to draw
conclusions As he indicates the
computer is tool to help in or-
ganizing information
to make de
tailed study by human beings 1ess
bogged down by mechanical
work
Our college has wealth of corn-
potent faculty
members available
to teach students how to correlate




perspective and making the
corn-
puterized world more human
BEAVER LEHIGH
Continued from Page Col
generated from the core sentence
The boy hit the ball The other
approach descriptive linguistics
is
very scientific treating grammar in
scientific manner rather than by
making up rules Mr Schuster
plans to take modern grammar
text and explicate it in order to
interpret the developments
and
findings of these grammarians
When asked what he thought the
Consortium would be good for in
long run Dr Miller said it was
Hard to say its good for any-
thing No one will know until
after tbis fail when It actually
gets off the ground
The following colloquia will be
offered next fail The Thrrd World
given by Dr Patrick Hazard pro-
fessor of English Mass Communi
cations and Popular Arts given by
Mr Peter Moller associate pro-
fessor of English and The Human
Condition given by Dr Benkt
Wennberg chairman of the foreign
languages department Free selec
tion of leaders and topics is not
possible as
all are subject to the
availability of staff members but
students in the program are invited
to consult informally with the com
mittee early in the winter
term
After this the committee will clear
potential leaders
and topics with
the Dean and chairman of the pro-
gram and the results will be posted
in early April
Independent studies may be pur
sued within specific
discipline
or may be interdisciplinary These
may be sponsored by
either the
honors prO15fl1 or department
Interested students are
invited to
nominate themselves by means
of
letter addressed to the programs
chairman Dr Bernard Mausner no
later than Wednesday March
25
Students interested in apply-
ing for the
Vienna Summer
Seminar must have their appli
cations into the Office of
Inter-
national Programs by April
1970 Those interested in
the
summer grOup flight to Europe
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Penn Fru Shopping Center
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Tuesday March 24 970
Modified Honors Program
To Confer Course Credit
Edwards
all work below level as falling
However if desired the colloquium
and independent studies may be
taken on straight Pass-Fall basis
under the same rules applied to
other courses in the college
I-roti
Students Accepted
Dr Barbara Nodine To
Study Abroad
The following students have been by Linda
by Nancy CrOU accepted
for the Beaver College
If contemporary educators can regrets
that physical-geograPhical
London Senar for 1970-71
MOdifications of the original
keep inspiring non-education
ma- circistance is ptly responstble Fall
term Virginia Adams
rules of the honors program have
jors to become such
devoted teach- for making Beaver suitse cam-
Marion Baptiste Sheila Bernstein
bean approv by the Educational
ers as Dr Barbara Nodine they pus and that this causes
whole Aflne Bolas Deborsh Briggs
policy Oommittee and the
result
will be doing great
sece to attitude of being student as Wendy evalier My nway
is revised program th greater
American colleges For the warm part-time occupation
There just Nancy Croup
Leslie Cummins flexibility
enthusiastic instructor of psychol- isnt that commitment
Jacquelyn Davis Nancy Ewertsen Studenia participating in the re
ogy it was not her life-long
am- Looking perplexed Dr Nodine Marjory
Fair Deborah Finer program which will begin
in
bition to have successful teach- expressed her feeling that
off-cam- Wendy Galston Sandra Genola the 70 71 college year will con-
ing career In fact
she more or pus commitments should enrich
Phylis Grossman Jacquelyn Harri- tinue to be free of all requirements
less fell into teaching and Beaver college life and turn the students
son Sandra Haswell Irene Heff- for specific distribution of courses
is all the better for it Next year inward toward common interests ran
Gail Jacobsen Victoria John- but provisions will be
made for
we will be even more fortunate If Beaver becomes co-educational Son Marianne
Josem Cheryl mOSS those interested in fulfilling the re
when Dr Nodine beccmes full- college experiences here may be- Vivian
Korngold Merry Koslow quirements of pre-professional
time member of Beavers faculty come all the more rich because Jill Lang Nancy
Lougnecker Shel- program
As psychology major at Buck- students will be happy in the cdl- ls37
Marged Joan MarincaS Jamie
neil Uhiversity Dr Nodine met lege community However she
McGlone Anne Meyer Janet Neh-
The program provides the option
and married her husband also sights the danger that the girls ring
Anne Painter Doris Persick- of participation
in colloquium or
psychology major just before her would be less free to respond in
etti Marilyn Rafkin Gladys
Riv- the opportity for an independent
senior year At that point she the presence of males This effect
era Paula Roseman Kathie Soko-
study stipulating that an honors
had no intentions of attending could be counter-balanced by in-
loff Janet Stiliman
Deborah student must
be active in either of
graduate school However with creasingly interesting discussions
Streim Sandy Tabor Linda Tay-
these fields for at least four semest
her husband studying at the Uni- ren asked how she expected br
Bonnie Trubnick M.ichele ers
of her college stay This re
versity of Massachusetts and with becoming full-time faculty mem-
Weinstein and Joanne Wilson
quirement is subject
to proportion-
non-secretarial jobs hard to come ber will affect her Dr Nodine Spring
term Ellen Banash ate reduction
in the case of stu
by she accepted job as research smiled want to take
better Joyce Dukes Vicki Faust Nancy
dent who transfers into the pro-
assisthnt at the University and de- look at what does go on here ne Dena sh Joyce Grote
Ka- gram This revised program
allows
cided to work towards her masters Yet with two girls in school and
rca Gullyes Jane Hamilton Sally
student the choice of taking
degree Asked if those years
of baby at home she finds it very
Harrell Janet Hayes Arlene John-
either four or five courses
the col
playing the dual role
of wife and demanding to play the triple role
sian Sara Lang Sara Little Gar- loquium
or independent study
student were difficult Dr Nodine of wife mother and teacher In netta Lovett
Rochelle Lubow Bar- counting as fourth or fifth
course




ence Even though she and that everybody in the world teaches Poiley
Ronnie Rosenberg Peggy
revised program will receive
full
her husband often shared classes school With two such involving
Rosenbium Karen Ruback Betsy course credit for every colloquium
their specific areas




Use balanced well and there nd still enjoy taking their chil- Sgarro Tobi Steinberg Marjorie inkes Performance will be graded
was not the sense of competition dren to museums and participating Win and
Carol Zawick on Fail Pass or Pass with Dis
that Dr Nodine feels could destroy in sports Although she considers In
addition Colleen Brennan Unction scale this system regards
marriage Recalling the climax herself real water-bug and is Gigi
Castelle Beverly Haim Julia
of those three years of study Dr convinced that the beach is the Palladiflo
Emily Rudd and Carol
Nodine said that she left there only place to live Dr Nodine also
Weisgerber have been accepted
for
holding two degrees and very preg- enjoys snow skiing with her hus-
the University of Lancaster pro-




From the University of Mass- Yet between the trips to the
University of Maryland will be
achusetts the Nodines moved on to beath and the museums Dr No- NEEDS OF
COUTER gnest speaker
at Science Club
American University and later to dine will continue to enjoy teach- Continued from Page
Col
meeting on Wednesday April
Miami University of Ohio and ing because as she says really
15 at 00 p.m in the classroom
Carnegie-Mellon in Pittsburgh
At
like the idea of having my own
takes and have an opportunity
for building His lecture of general
this point the mother of two young life She also feels that the con-
additional practice as Dr Weun- interest to the college common-
daughters felt itchy to teach trast between Temple and Beaver
berg pointed
out Lmgui sties study ity ll be on Drugs Pop Art
and accepted position teaching is great and theres richness in
can be programmed for faster and Organic
Chemistry
introductory psychology
at Chat- the difference of teaching expert-
learning of
structural grammar
ham College started out awiul ences that wouldnt exist other-
prethes tenses cognates
and so
Dr Jas former student
of Dr Arthur Breyer while Bea
but got better she recalls wise Speaking of teaching in
vers cimfrman of the chemistry
You learn from the students general Dr Nodine comments that department taught
at Ohio Wes
By the end of the school year 1967- it offers an intellectual stimula- leyan
University will conduct
OS she had abandoned much to her tion that you cant get any place
two chemistry classes at 930
pleasure the use of many notes else it makes your life exciting
and 11 30 a.m in Murphy
The following year brought Dr to transmit knowledge
Chapel He will be meeting in-
Nodine year of teaching at the
With smile that broadcasts her formally
with students through-
University of Pittsburgh
and an- deep contentment Dr Nodine says out
the day discussing scientific
other baby this time boy of her busy yet enriching
life and cultural issues graduate
It was in the summer of 1969 Its probably not the real world
school possibilities
and career
that Dr Nodine came to Philadel- but its very nice
world But opportunities





Temple University She still feels version of
life Having someone
that the reason she chose to come around who really enjoys living
to Beaver the closeness of it should do lot
to dissipate the
made the students responsiveis gray cloud that all too
often hov
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ogy department will serve
as
chairman of the AAUP and has
been asked to become an honorary
member After this third event in
the Contemporary Issues Series
there will be an evaluation to re
view and form new plans and pro-
grams for the future
MILLERS ESSO
FREE 24 Bottles of 7-Up for every
LUBE OIL CHAJNGE FILTER
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
259 South Easton Road
next to Penn Fruit
TU 4-96
If you are interested in becoming
member of the
Cultural Affairs Committee please submit your name
to
Dona Holland Box 152
